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It’s All in the
Reflexes
by Doctor Gonzo/Seattle

Downtown Palmer, Alaska

I

know you are probably sitting on your toilet with
your iPad wondering why the hell you don’t have
the Summer issue of the Apocrypher to occupy
yourself while you do your business. So, you end up
Googling Michele Bachman again for some laughs and
wait for your legs to fall asleep. But, as Jack Burton
always says, “it’s all in the reflexes.” The Apocrypher
has become a reflex for the last decade or so and I
fear it will soon come to an end. We may have only
two more issues before we retire and hang up our investigative journalist pocket protectors and stainless
steel flasks. Sure, it will be sad (for the eight people
reading this) but you will always have the the hilarious
memories locked in your brains and numerous back issues mixed among all the ones and zeros of the interwebs.
Now, on to the 2011 summer issue. This baby is a
sparse with content as the Republican presidential
candidates are with common sense. But we still plug
away. I give credit to my crack staff of lifers who have
much better things to do (except Viggy) and still find
a way to come through.
I recently took a trip to Palmer, Alaska, home to yet
another reality show based on the colorful inhabitants of the isolated state of snow and guns. This one
involves a hair salon (Big Hair Alaska). Someone has
money to make these television shows, but I can’t figure out who they are. One of the stars, whom happens
to be married to the Gooch chickened out of the piAK

		

lot at the last minute. We hope to see her in a future
episode. I am proud to announce I’ve started my own
reality show based in Alaska. It’s called, Danny Michael’s Alaska. We follow the Gooch around as he principals 3rd graders and picks football players with the
Goob in their fantasy football league. They also get
into some shenanigans in episode two that involves a
dead body and some little people at a 24-hour WalMart. We hope to sell the series to Oprah’s network.
They desperately need some meaningful content.
I want to give some big big ups to Shane “Carlos Boozer” Farmer, Mike “Take it to the” Wells, Jason “OJ” Orthel and A.J. “Don’t call me Lambeer” Rathbun for another season of Big Top Basketball. It was another four
months of blood sweat and tears (we listen to soul
when we hoop). The playoffs start next week. I’d like to
not thank Handsome Rob and Irish for their extremely
sparse participation in the league.
Would anyone notice if Will Ferrell replaced Roethlisberger as quarterback. Just an observation. Hey,
Portugal. The Man, the New Pornographers called and
they want their songs back. Why is Kris Kristofferson
in a movie with a dolphin? Indulge me in a little selfpromotion for the B&B Prime Rub. The best rub you
can sprinkle on a cheese steak. If you live in the NW,
keep your ears open for the next cheese steak feast.
My partner and I hope to get this on the shelves of
your local grocery store soon. Until next time.
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L

ike many of you I rented “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button” on DVD.
I also attest, like many of you that I fell into one of the deepest sleeps I
have ever met about 30 minutes in. A post REM slumber that would be the
envy of every Ambien or Unisom tablet in the country. As a result, I not
only awoke fairly well rested, I also have little idea as to the premise or
plot of said film. Any attempt to investigate further generates uncontrollable yawning. So let’s just say, for the purpose of this article that this
film is loosely about a guy, Ben, who is born old and grows young. Now,
lets also say that this is a naturally occurring phenomenon and that is real
and alive and well in Hollywood today.
Here are some potential real live cases:
-George Burns, he has grown
into fine young teen heartthrob names Justin Beiber,
Oh God!!

>>>> Contact Us
Write to Letters: Artificial Khaos,
4011 2nd Avenue NW, Seattle,
WA 98107.
Email: artificialkhaos@yahoo.com
Subscribe: artificialkhaos.com
Mail: AK Customer Service
P.O. Box 665-6667
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-Billy Jean King, perhaps misunderstood as a presumed lesbian tennis star
in the 70’s has traded in her vicious back hand for some lipstick and a microphone. Now she’s parading around as Katy Perry. She kissed a girl and
she thinks she liked it.
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-John Denver (we can’t leave George’s Oh God co-star
out of this article) became the lovable face in Jerry
McGuirre.

-Brigham Young rammed Joseph Smith’s Mormonism down young followers throats. Now as Tom Cruise his gift
lives on with L. Ron Hubbard’s Scientology.

-Ralph Macchio, well he is still Ralph Macchio but he is
actually only 2 years old right now and doesn’t look a
day under 48. Its time for the carseat and sippy cup my
brother.

Features

zolpidem (Ambien ©)

by Mike “Stick of White Dynamite” McBain, MD, PharmD, JD (they just hand these things
out), EdD (same), DNP (shouldn’t even exist), DO, OD, (RN, BS, MS, ARNP, FNP, CDE), EIEL
(everything I’ve ever learned)/Minneapolis
I can’t even stop to say “hi, how’s it going?’ and then launch into what I’m going to say -- it would take
too long!! And I no longer have that kind of time!!! Okay, collect, collect. Breathe. I took an Ambien approximately 20 minutes ago and I can feel its effects weaving their way through my neural circuitry (I can
still spell circuitry, thank God...that means there may just be enough time). In any event, I have forgotten
what I intended to wright about in the first place. That’s gotta be the Ambien.... Holy crap, it’s working
even ©faster than I had anticipated. This must be the new species we’ve been hearing about...didn’t think it
would make it this far inland so fast. Okay, there’s no time to lose. Gotta focus. Chris Angel. Yes! Chris
Angel. YES! Chris Angel. YESSS!!! Alright I’m pumped!!! Still don’t remember why I started this email in the
first place though.... Damn. Well, there’s nothing to be done about that. Later man.

AK
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Epstein-Barr Virus Got
Me Down
by Stu/Saint Cloud

First of all, why the F**K didn’t Gonzo tell me the
Long Winters covered “In the Light,” the druggiest
of the drug songs off of Physical Graffiti? Is it because his friend Sean Nelson doesn’t play with them
anymore? I shouldn’t have to find out about this
sh*t from the internet, Bradford.
This is obscenely late, because I couldn’t think of
anything to write, and then when Brad gave me a
good topic (Perry, Bachmann and the rise of The
Krayzee during the recession), I developed, no sh*t,
mono. Abdominal pain, high fever, bilateral everything weakness, vicious canker sores, the works.
Apparently, this is something you can get later in
life, even if you’re all monogamous and boring and
stuff. I don’t recommend it at all.
As for Perry/Bachmann: the current hullabaloo is
over whether we should let girls die horribly from
cervical cancer because the Big Government HPV
injections will turn them into retarded whores.
THIS IS SERIOUSLY WHAT THEY’RE ARGUING
ABOUT. Quite simply, these are terrible people,
and the people who vote for them are worse. They
applaud executions and the death of uninsured 30
year olds. Everything about them is sick and awful.
And their vote counts exactly the same as yours.
Sleep well!

AK

		

Human Papiloma Virus

Epstein-Barr Virus
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Khaos Cocktails

A.J.

Rathbun

Summer cocktails from my book, Ginger Bliss
and the Violet Fizz. (See last page to purchase)

The Last Word
This drink, according to legend, was
created by Frank Fogarty during
prohibition. Not a bartender, Mr.
Fogarty was “the Dublin Mistral,”
one of the tip-top monologists in
vaudeville. According to in Brett
Page’s Writing for Vaudeville (rereleased by General Books, 2010),
in his act Mr. Fogarty “often opens
with a song and usually ends his offering with a serious heart-throb
recitation.” This set up matches the
drink itself (if you can stretch the
stage a bit), with the drink starting
with the gin’s song, moving through
the maraschino and Chartreuse
acts, and ending with the heartthrobbing tang of fresh lime. The currently last word
on this delightfully balanced cocktail, though, is its
large rise in popularity, as it’s showing up on stages
(or bars) from east to west to north to south. This new
reciting of the word is due to the legendary bartender
Murray Stenson from Seattle’s Zig Zag Café, who rediscovered the Last Word and put it on the Zig Zag
menu, to much applause.

AK

		

Ice cubes
3/4 ounce gin
3/4 ounce maraschino liqueur
3/4 ounce green Chartreuse
3/4 ounce freshly squeezed lime
juice
1. Fill a cocktail shaker halfway full
with ice cubes. Add the gin, maraschino, Chartreuse, and lime juice.
Shake well.
2. Strain into a cocktail glass and
drink without another syllable
spoken.
A Note: Fogarty was also elected
president of The White Rats, the vaudeville union,
in 1914. Which sounds like a much more dubious
pleasure than being president of the Last Word
drinking club.
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Golf at Uhlenkouts Municipal
by Rev. Wild Bill/Lake Uhlenkouts

T

he last two summers I take the
kids mini golfing about once
a week. They love it. Especially when I get a hole in one on
the eighteenth hole and we go into
the Dairy Queen next door to get
our one free dilly bar or whatever.
What’s not to like we go outside
and do something that dosen’t require electricity and we get to eat
ice cream when we win. It keeps us
occupied for at least an hour and
if you count the car ride and mandatory church service two to three
hours depending on how fast the
service is at DQ.
There is a real golf course across
the street however and the boys
have asked if we can play on that
course. This I balk at and change
the subject I go as far as buying
another round of ice cream. I can
see the attraction for them. If this
mini course has free ice cream for
a hole in one than that big course
must have a new car for a hole in
one. Or if we play through a windmill and a barn on this mini course
than those guys must play through
a real windmill and a real barn. I
can’t see them as actually liking
real golf, the cart and hitting each
AK

		

9th Hole - Bill spent many hours scuplting this green

other with clubs aside. These are
two boys who can’t take a fifteen
minute car ride without bringing a
DS or video player along.
I remember making a golf course
out of our neighborhood when I
was a kid. Growing up in small town
Minnesota, golf was an odd thing. It
was hard to imagine a large piece
of land that was only used for one
thing and it wasn’t growing crops
raising animals or playing baseball.
The two golf courses in the county
were few and far between and didn’t
cater to a younger crowd. I remember watching golf on tv and thinking
I could do that. We saved bean cans,
www.artificialkhaos.com		

baked bean cans were big enough
for a golf ball and seemed about
the right size other cans seemed
small and hard to get your hand
in and get the ball out of. I think
we had five holes on our course.
The first tee was in the Wigman’s backyard. The fairway went
through Slyvina’s backyard to
the hole in our yard. The second
tee was a few feet from the hole
and played down the side yard
of our house across the street to
end in the back yard of the kids
across the street. The street and
sidewalks were water hazards of
course. The best water hazards
Page 6
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you could have because that ball
would bounce and roll across unless
you were stuck with the putter as
your only club. We had three clubs
a nine a five and a putter. Don’t
have a clue where they came from,
most likely someone’s neglectful
father. If your ball landed close to
some else’s you could trade clubs.
If your ball was stuck in the gutter
you were stuck playing that putter left handed to get enough loft
to get that ball across the road.
Having the nine was great from the
tee but sucked once you got on the
green. The green radius was one
push mover wide so a gimme for the
putter but hell on a nine. I remember one hole going down an alley
and dog legging right. I remember
briefly playing across the neighborhood church lawn but too many divots prohibited our playing through.
The green fees involved mowing the
lawns we played on. I don’t think we
broke any windows but it seems destined to happen especially trying to
get loft with that putter.
So I have five bean cans saved and
we have ten acres plus the cow pasture across the road we could damn
near do thirty-six holes. Let’s say
green fees are a case of beer. There
are two carts the four wheeler and
the John Deere. Call ahead for tee
times.

Su Casa Es Mi Casa by  “Sarsipius”
The ticking you hear is your life passing you by ...
(preface)
Do you feel you’re not taken serious?
That your input is brushed aside?
That you can get no respect
That people may even be laughing behind your back
Does this make you question your self-worth?
Well it should ... because you’re worthless!
Now take the case of the new-age cyco
Confident, commanding respect
Taking whatever he wants, from wherever it is
I’ve been thinking, so to speak
Knees are shaking, tired and weak
I’ve been wondering, who I am
I’ve been wondering where I am
Su casa es mi casa, porque estoy muy loco
If you have one, I’ll have one too
Not another, the one I took from you!
Add my numbers, add it up
I guess I got it ... give it up!
Su casa es mi casa,
porque estoy muy loco
Now you’ve had some time to think
Why don’t you look in the mirror, tell me what you see
Nah not on the outside, look inside, deep inside
The true ugliness
Not the self-created coloured hair,
piercings hanging out everywhere
The stuff you try to cover up and deny
So there’s a reason for everything
Now you let the reason out
Rising up, I feel it coming, let ‘em know it’s time!
I’m still wondering, why I am
Coughing up blood, spitting up phlegm
So much anger, hostility
Biting and kicking, inside of me
I’m fully cyco, partly hexed
Makes me wonder, who is next
You need not worry, about what I am
But you better worry, about where I am!
Su casa es mi casa
No quieres chingar conmigo
The ticking you hear is your life passing you by ...

AK
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Defenders Get Plastered
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The Flooding of the Porn
Dungeon
by Johan Martin/Beacon Hill

I

t’d been Friday the 13th for
less than thirty minutes when
suddenly water started gushing from the ceiling onto the floor
of the downtown basement office where I work overnight. At
the time, I was on the phone with
some Australian helping him update his credit card information so
he could clear the declinedcharge
on his account, then get back to
chatting with one of our performers. It sounded like someone had
just turned on the faucet in their
bathtub. It was coming from the
other side of the room. I wrapped
up my conversation with the Aussie,
logged off my phone, then rushed
towards the sound of the flood as
soon as politeness allowed.
The other three people who share
the graveyard shift with me (Iris,
Megan, & Ryan), they were already
frantically unplugging computers,
ferrying them out of harm’s way
(off the floor), & expressing to one
another the prevailing Holy
Sh*tness of what was happening.
“What the hell happened?”
“I don’t know, but Virginia’s gonna be pissed.”
Honestly, because I feared electroAK

		

cution at that moment, I didn’t want
to help them save the computers,
which were already getting wet due
to how fast the water was spreading, so I opted to make phone calls
instead. Someone had already
phoned one of our bosses, Paul, so I
called our other one, Tracy. I
woke her up (poor thing) & let her
know that water was literally gushing into the room from the ceiling
just above Michael’s desk. She gave
me Virginia’s number. I called her.
She didn’t answer. I left a message,
then googled the words “flood,”
“emergency,” “Seattle.” 911restoration.com was the first thing I found.
I called them, explained the situation, & the guy said he could be
there in half an hour. I said that
was fine, ended our conversation
and then charged upstairs to hopefully find where all this God damn
water was coming from.
All I found was one of the cleaning
guys, listening to metal on his headphones whilst changing trash bags
in someone’s office. He had no idea
the basement was flooding or why
it was happening. He pointed me in
the direction of his boss, the other
fifty percent of the cleaning crew. I
found that guy &
www.artificialkhaos.com		

he knew about as much as the first
guy did.
“Did you call Virginia?”
“Yes, I called Virginia.”
“What’d she say?”
“She didn’t answer. I left a message. I’ve got a guy coming to fix
it.”
“Well, I’ve got her number. I’ll
call her. Maybe she didn’t answer
because she didn’t recognize your
number.”
“Sounds good.”
I charged back downstairs. Iris,
Megan, & Ryan were still frantically trying to save the electronics as
water continued to pour onto the
floor from one side of the room,
spreading quickly to the other
side of the room where my
precious computer sat. I let them
know I’d already made the necessary phone calls. Now all we had
to do was wait & theoretically save
the company thousands of dollars.
Then. . . it. . . stopped. It just
stopped. Was it a busted pipe &
someone had shut the water off?
No. The toilets still flushed. The
faucets still ran.

Page 9
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Thank God though. That was about
enough of that. Iris couldn’t even
work now as her computer was
one of the ones we’d uprooted for
safety’s sake. All the computers
were in a turbulent mess, heaped
onto whatever empty tables or
chairs we could find at the time.
Everyone was sweaty & mildly
breathless the way office workers
usually are even when their shit
isn’t flooding.This was God punishing us.
What this company does, I haven’t
explained yet. We host hundreds
of adult websites, the kinds where
you don’t just go & look at porn.
You can have live interactive webcam chats with our performers So
it’s personal.
Before you do this, you must first
create an account with us & supply all your credit card information, then, once you enter a private chat, we’ll bill you a fixed
rate per minute just like a phone
sex hotline. Often times people
enter stolen credit card information. Some cards belong to
strangers. Some belong to loved
ones - wives, mothers, grandmothers, sisters, even daughters (yeah,
we’ve had that. This happens so
frequently that whenever anyone enters a female name on their
credit card info, we make them
contact us to verify all
their information.)
Our performers come from all over
the world, mainly impoverished
countries like Romania, Russia, the
Czech Republic, Columbia, & the
AK

		

Philippines. Before they can begin working on our site, they must
upload a wide assortment of files
verifying they’re at least eighteen
years of age. These include several signed contracts, a scan of their
state issued photo ID, & a snapshot
of them holding their ID beside
their face so we can clearly see it’s
them & not someone else. This is all
in addition to the photos they upload that we make public, the ones
of them looking fetching wearing
next to nothing or often times literally nothing, the ones the users see
on the site, then click on to have a
free “guest” chat before agreeing to
pay the fixed rate per minute for
a private chat. The performers
look hot in those pictures. In the
ones where they hold their IDs beside their face, they often look sad,
strung out, degraded, depressed,
like you would expect someone to
look if they had to do that job for
a living.
Part of my job is to approve all
their uploaded documentation &
photos when I’m not answering
emails the users write to us. This
was exactly what Iris was doing from
my computer when the guy called to
let me know he was there to shopvac our floor. Iris’s computer remained in the rubble while I hoofed
it upstairs to let Dude in.
The first thing he asked me when he
got downstairs with his equipment
was who’d turned the water off.
“As far as I can tell, no one.”
“Well, then why’d it stop?”
“I have no idea.

There was no need to discuss this
now. He set to work shop-vacing
what he letter told me was three
hundred gallons of water out of
our carpet while I emailed a full report to Paul, Tracy, & Virginia, letting them know that so far we still
hadn’t determined where all that
water had come from. When he
finished, I led Dude upstairs in
search of the source of the flood.
What he found was startling:A janitorial closet. Right above the suspected origin of the flood. The
carpet was damp outside the closet,
but inside the concrete was practically dry. Baffling. There was however a hole in the floor connecting
the closet to our office downstairs.
Dude’s hypothesis was that one of
our cleaning guys had turned on a
hose with which to fill his mop bucket, then left the hose unattended
for several minutes, during which
time it over filled the mop bucket,
then went reeling onto the floor,
eventually shooting three hundred
gallons of water into the basement
below. When the cleaning crew
learned from me that the basement
was flooding, they went back to the
closet, shut the water off, then dry
mopped the concrete floor to conceal what they’d done. They didn’t
however have what they needed to
fully clean the carpet right outside
the door to their closet. Dude explained his theory to me as he took
pictures to show Virginia, the woman who, I told him, would be calling
him in the morning after she woke
up & checked her messages.
My company was founded, at least

www.artificialkhaos.com		
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in part, by the guy who invented the internet pop-up.
He’s now presumably a billionaire and Virginia is his personal assistant. For all intents &
purposes, she sort of runs the
day to day operations of our
office in his absence. She’s
who you call when something
like this happens.
It had actually happened once
before to a lesser extent &
due to a faulty pipe or something. According to legend,
Virginia was wicked pissed no
one called her or anyone else
to let them know when it happened. Instead the staff at
that time had simply plopped
down buckets under the leaks
and Virginia, when she discovered this in the morning,
totally lost her shit, freaked
out, went on a tirade, &
threatened to fire everyone
who worked overnight.

On his way out, Drew told me he’d
put in a good word for me with
Virginia, that I seemed like management material, & that I’d done
the right thing by acting fast &
calling him.
I waited around, sprawled out on
the couch, for nearly four hours
after my shift, waiting for Tracy,
one of my bosses, to come in so
I could hand her Drew’s business
cards, give her a full in person report of the events of the night, &
ask if she wanted me to be the one
to break the news to Virginia.

Before Tracy arrived, we’d discovered Virginia had uncharacteristically left her iPhone on her desk
so she’d have no way of knowing
what had happened until she came
into work that morning. Everyone
donned worried facial expressions
when they heard news of that discovery. I, of course, hadn’t been
there the last time water flooded
into the basement, but as previVirginia wears adult braces, ously stated, yeah, Virginia didn’t
which Iris frequently makes take it so well.
fun of behind her back. Dude
(whose real name is Drew) Tracy eventually arrived. I told
called Bryce, his assistant of her everything, handed her the
sorts and when he arrived, business cards, etc. She absolved
Bryce hauled about six enor- me of having to speak to Virginia,
mous industrial sized dehu- likely knowing that a grunt like me
midifiers down to our base- should not be charged with that
ment office to suck all the task under these dire circumstancremaining moisture & damp- es and I waddled home to sleep.
ness out of not only our carpets, but also the majority of When I came back to work about
our electronics, still heaped in eight hours later, I’d received
piles on tables and chairs emails from both Paul & Tracy
shoved to the driest corners thanking me for my efforts in savof the room.
AK

		

ing the porn dungeon. Of course they
didn’t say “porn dungeon.” They have
no idea we call it that.
In one email, Paul let me know they’d
ordered us all pizza as a reward for
our heroism in the face of danger. I was
instructed to leave my cell phone on
so the pizza guy could call me when he
arrived at approximately 11:30pm. It
was then that I was supposed to announce to the group the gift of pizza.
I of course just told everybody as soon
as I saw them and then told them not
to tell anyone I’d told them as it was
supposed to be a surprise. We got two
larges, one cheese and one pepperoni,
out of the deal. The cleaning crew go
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Notorious

V.I.G.

I know most of you heard the great news last week. I’m talking about Minka Kelly finally
dumping that loser, Eric Jeter. Consider my hat tossed into the ring.

Top Ten Reasons Minka Kelly Split with Jeter
10. Likes her men to weigh 195, but prefers the weight is distributed in a 5’8 frame
instead of 6’3.
9. Minka always had a thing for Cobbers. Jeter did not even attend college…what
a loser.
8. Gus Macker Sportsmanship trophy much nicer than a gaudy World Series ring.
7. I have a full head of hair including lower back patch, a crazy eye and am recently
free of STDs.
6. Jeter has been to 12 all-star games, but unlike me has never been selected to ap
pear in the Fargo Men’s Fast-Pitch All-Star game.
5. Minka likes the cut of my jib.
4. Found my career .392 average in MLB The Show much more impressive than
Jeter’s .313 average for the Yankees.
3. Maple Grove is closer to L.A. than New York.
2. Playing pro ball is for suckers. Real men watch football in their Captain
America underoos and eat Easy Cheese out of the can (or in the can).
1. Minka finally realized things between Megan and I were not going to work out.

AK
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The Flying V (aka Mr. TV)
Our third character introduction from the
upcoming Khaos Comics title, “The Regulars”.
The Flying V has arguably the most distressing super power of the Regulars. He tunes
his trusty Flying V to “drop D” and lets the
notes fly. These vibrations cause havoc on
the lower intestines. Bowel evacuation is imminent. The other members of the Regulars
have to wear special ear plugs to keep their
tights clean. Flying V also has an encylopedic
knowledge of 80s sitcom TV.

AK
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Poetry Khaos

R.J.

Duke

More profound eloquence from the master of short poems and musings of trifled nature.

1821

2011

I spent my nights
in dangerous spots
South Rue Royal
one or two blocks
dressed as a drunk
near dead in the road
out like a sailor
pockets with gold
trying to entice
trying to intrigue
trying to victimize
wanting to bleed
I spent my nights
in dangerous spots
lamb bait for a lion
looking for Lestat

We are all vampires
as our essence desires
we feed off others
their energy, their time
as we try to satiate
that noise inside
the one that is you
but is not you
sounds like you
but can never be you
can never do what you do
so it hunts using you
for love or validation,
attention, annoyance
whatever it needs
to compete with you
because we are all vampires
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Khaos Klassifieds
Artificial Khaos Productions presents the new
face of Khaos. Check out
the newly designed web
site. A new media section
collects most of our film
and video projects in one
convenient place. Enjoy.
Click on graphic teleport.

Birdbath Radio

Retrofitted Designs

Elemental Studio

A.J. Rathbun

Alex Doerffler Photography

Bruno Press

McCauliflower

The TOC

BUY THESE BOOKS

KHAOS apparel
[click to link]
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